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NOTICE
Regarding proposed Online Examinations for the Degree 3rd Semester (New)
In order to facilitate the learners of KKHSOU to take advantage of the latest
technology for appearing in the examinations from their places of convenience, the
university is planning to conduct the Degree 3rd Semester (New) course
Examinations, 2021(W) in online mode under proctored conditions. The concerned
learners will have to register in the given link and verify their mobile number and
email id immediately. There will be a mandatory mock test on 30th of May, 2022.
Learners will have to compulsorily appear in these exams. The link and the time of
the Mock test will be notified shortly.
REASONS FOR CONDUCTING ONLINE EXAM:
1. The university wants to be ready for any unforeseen eventualities in the
future for the benefit of the learners. To that extent, the learners of KKHSOU
should be made familiar with the use of latest technology at this stage.
2. UGC guidelines regarding proctored (monitored) online exam will be
followed.
3. University has recently developed a system which will hopefully be
convenient for the learners and also compliant with the UGC norms for
Proctored Examinations.
4. This online examination will be held based on the experience of the
Mandatory Preparatory/Mock Tests.
5. All issues, if any, during the Mock tests will be resolved before conducting the
actual Examinations.
6. All eventualities like pandemic, natural calamities etc. are being considered
which might disrupt the normal offline Examinations in future and the
learners of KKHSOU should not suffer from any such reasons, if happen.
7. It’s only for the Bachelor Degree 3rd semester (New) course regular and back
examinations.
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BENEFITS FOR LEARNERS:
1.
Learners will be able to appear in the Examinations from their places of
convenience.
2.

Results will be processed at a short span of time.

3.
Learners will not lose any academic year, even if the situation is not
conducive to conduct offline examinations.
LIMITATIONS OR CHALLENGES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Learners will need proper internet connection
Only android mobile or laptop/ desktop with camera and sound may be used.
Only updated Google Chrome will have to be used.
Learners must have a mobile scanner app.

THE EXAMINATIONS:
1.
All learners will have to Register and verify their mobile number and email ids
through the given link.
2.
Examinations will be held strictly as per the time schedule, which will be
uploaded after the successful completion of the Mock tests.
3.

There will be 50 (fifty) number of MCQs and 2 (Two) Long questions.

4.
The long questions will have to be answered in own handwritings in A4
papers and then these pages are to be scanned using any scanner (mobile scanner
will do) and convert into one ‘pdf’ file.
5.

Upload the ‘pdf’ file.

6.

Review the answers and pdf file.

7.

Submit.

The link for Registration by all New course Degree 3rd semester learners of KKHSOU
https://kkhsouexam.ucanapply.com/onlineexam/public/user-registration
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